ELECTIONS EVERYWHERE

DEMOCRACY NOWHERE

Because democracy stops at the front door of corporations. When bosses and managers discipline us, steal our work and lives, they are the everyday life embodiment of the capital’s dictatorship. As long as this situation doesn’t change, elections will remain yet another illusion to anesthetise the revolt of the workers, of the exploited, of the oppressed. In response to this false democracy, anarcho-syndicalists propose to build a “true democracy” where workers are organised in federations of self-managed industrial unions and communes in order to run the production and consumption on anarchist communist principles where everyone receive following their needs and produce following their abilities. Parliament will never be able to abolish capitalism and oppressions, electoralism is thus a chimera. We’ll be able to emancipate ourselves by organising our struggles within our communities and workplaces on horizontal basis without bureaucrats, without parties... without structures reproducing domination between us.